CHARACTER NAME

CLASS & LEVEL

BACKGROUND

PLAYER NAME

RACE

ALIGNMENT

EXPERIENCE POINTS

INSPIRATION

STRENGTH
ARMOR
CLASS

PROFICIENCY BONUS

INITIATIVE

SPEED

I watch over my friends as if
they were a litter of newborn
pups.
PERSONALITY TRAITS

DEXTERITY

●
●

Hit Point Maximum

+2 Strength

Nature. The natural world is
more important than all the
constructs of civilization.

+5 Dexterity
+0 Constitution

+1 Wisdom
-2 Charisma
CONSTITUTION

SAVING THROWS

TEMPORARY HIT POINTS

+3 Acrobatics (Dex)
+1 Animal Handling (Wis)

-1
INTELLIGENCE

●

Total

Arcana (Int)

HIT DICE

NAME

History (Int)

ATK BONUS DAMAGE/TYPE

+2

1d6/1d8(v) +0
piercing

-2 Intimidation (Cha)

Dagger

+5

1d4 +3 piercing

●

+1 Investigation (Int)
+1 Medicine (Wis)

Longbow

+5

1d8 +3 piercing

●
●

+1 Nature (Int)

CHARISMA

●
●

- Arrows: 20
- Longbow range: 150/600
- Dagger throw range: 20/60
- Spear throw range: 20/60
- Spear throw atk bonus: +5
- Spear throw damage: 1d6 +3
piercing

+3 Perception (Wis)

-2

Performance (Cha)

-2

Persuasion (Cha)

-1

Religion (Int)

+3 Sleight of Hand (Dex)
+5 Stealth (Dex)

+3 Survival (Wis)
SKILLS

ATTACKS & SPELLCASTING

PASSIVE WISDOM (PERCEPTION)
CP

Languages: Common, Elvish, Undercommon,
Draconic
Weapon Proficiencies: All Simple Melee and
Ranged Weapons, All Martial Melee and
Ranged Weapons
Armor Proficiencies: Light Armor, Medium
Armor, Shields

SP

EP

My family, clan, or tribe is the
most important thing in my life,
even when they are far from me.
BONDS

I am too enamored of ale, wine,
and other intoxicants.

DEATH SAVES

Spear

+1 Insight (Wis)

WISDOM

SUCCESSES
FAILURES

+2 Athletics (Str)
-2 Deception (Cha)

-1

IDEALS

CURRENT HIT POINTS

-1 Intelligence

- Set of traveler’s clothes
- Staff
- Hunting Trap
- Trophy from animal kill
- Belt Pouch
- Scale Mail (Disadv. on
Stealth)
- Explorer’s Pack

GP

FLAWS

Darkvision: You can see in dim light within
120 feet as if it were bright light, and in
darkness as if it were dim light. You can't
discern color in darkness, only shades of
gray.
Fey Ancestry: You have advantage on saves
vs. being charmed, and magic can't put you to
sleep.
Trance: You don't sleep. Instead you meditate
for 4 hours per day.
Sunlight Sensitivity: You have disadvantage
on attack rolls and Perception checks that
rely on sight when you, the target of your
attack, or whatever you are trying to perceive
is in direct sunlight.
Favored Enemy (Dragons): You have
advantage on Survival checks to track
Dragons, as well as Intelligence checks to
recall information about them.
Wanderer: You have an excellent memory for
maps and geography, and you can always
recall the general layout of terrain,
settlements, and other features around you.
In addition, you can find food and fresh water
for yourself and up to five other people each
day, provided that the land offers berries,
small game, water, and so forth.

PP

Tool Proficiencies: One musical instrument

OTHER PROFICIENCIES & LANGUAGES

EQUIPMENT
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FEATURES & TRAITS

CHARACTER NAME

AGE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

EYES

SKIN

HAIR

NAME

SYMBOL

CHARACTER APPEARANCE

ALLIES & ORGANIZATIONS

Natural Explorer (Mountains): When you make an Int or Wis check related to mountains, your
proficiency bonus is doubled if you are using a skill you are proficient in. While traveling for an hour
or more in mountains, you gain the following benefits:
- Difficult terrain doesn’t slow your group’s travel.
- Your group cannot become lost except by magical means.
- Even when you are engaged in another activity while traveling (i.e. foraging, navigating, tracking),
you remain alert to danger.
- If you are traveling alone, you can move stealthily at a normal pace.
- When you forage, you find twice as much food as you normally would.
- While tracking other creatures, you also learn their exact number, their sizes, and how long ago
they passed through the area.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES & TRAITS

CHARACTER BACKSTORY

TREASURE
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SPELLCASTING
ABILITY

SPELLCASTING
CLASS

0

CANTRIPS

3

SPELL SAVE DC

6

Dancing Lights (Charisma)

SPELL
LEVEL

SLOTS TOTAL

SLOTS EXPENDED

1
PR

ED

EPAR

7
SPELL NAME

SPELLS KNOWN

4

8

2

5
9
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SPELL ATTACK
BONUS

